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We nagged five of the country's most respected magicians until they gave us the stuff they're not

supposed to: 31 tricks, all of them knock-your-socks-off good. Klutz-proof instructions, super-clear

illustrations and top-secret props are all included. When was the last time you were Truly Amazing?
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This book is great. I got it when I was 7, and now am 13 doing all sorts of great tricks. All the props

are included (so you dont have to waste any time making your own) and there are great illustrations.

(i.e. For one trick, one side of the page shows your view of the trick, while the other side shows the

spectator's view. (a MUST for all magic tricks) So if you like magic, (or if you don't) this book will get

you started in no time at all.

This book was absolutely great, it got me on my feet in the world of magic. I got this book at age 10

and did my first Birthday-Magic Show at age 12 I am now 13 and doing at least one party a week a

long with the occasional nursing home ect. I owe it all to this book i wasn't even interested in magic

before I got it and look at me now i have twenty different Magic Books and can perform over 300

tricks spontaneusly. Out of all my books I like this one the best. I have other Klutz Books and would

reccomend any of them even if you don't like magic I'm sure they have a book about something you

like . thanks for your time



This is a great book for anyone that wants to learn magic. It comes with a ring that you can use for

many magic tricks (It is my favorite prop). It comes with easy tricks, and very hard tricks. And one

more thing...Don't use the orange string for the "Cut & Restored Rope" trick, you lose a bit of rope

with that trick. Five stars well earned, with great illustraions and well worded tricks this is the best!

This is a great beginners and professional magic "set." I've been doing magic for 3 years now and

this is a great resource. The thought that it comes with a book AND props is so cool. Great work at

the "Klutz" family.

This book teaches you the basics of magic. It includes everything you need to know from card tricks

to small illusions. This book is great for beginners of magic. I am a magician and I loved this book.

One of the reasons this book is great for everyone is because it includes all the props you need!

Also for the serious magician the Klutz Book of Magic (The Movie) is a great companion for visual

learners. Buy them both today

I just loved the book, the contents were wonderful,and they provided all of the props, but I bought

the book, and it was without a prop. I think that you should clearly lable at the top that there is five

props, instead of having it in tiny print in the back. Just a suggestion.

This book was very helpful. It contains a total of 31 tricks, 10 or 11 of which are actually worth it.

This book however does come with one of the best gaggets you need as a magician, this gagget

will help you dissapear hankercheifs and etc. when you show themm to an audience. A good book

for the begining magician.

I purchased this book because it was stated that "Bargain books are new but could include a small

mark..." The book itself was received in good condition, however NONE of the props that are

supposed to come with a new book, were included. Very disheartening to my budding 7-year old

magician to read "use the enclosed (item)" only to not have the item ever included. VERY

misleading.....
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